P E T E R

Z E I H A N

TODAY’S trusted VOICE FOR GLOBAL AFFAIRS & GEOPOLITICS
Geopolitical strategist and global affairs expert
Media commentator including the NYT, Fox News, & NPR

NYT Best Selling author of four critically-acclaimed books, including the NYT best seller 2022’s The End
of the World is Just the Beginning
Keynote speaker to Global 1000 companies

BRING PETER TO YOUR AUDIENCES
With a lively non-partisan approach backed by a decade in private intelligence, Zeihan

CATEGORIES
Business, Strategy, Globalization, Forecasts,
Public Affairs, Global Affairs, Current Affairs,
Politics, Culture, Big Ideas, History, Economics,
Geopolitics

AUDIENCE
Boards, CEOs, senior executives, directors,
high-potential leaders and related advisors—in
any industry, anywhere in the world—who need
to know how today’s disruptions will affect their
business tomorrow

customizes every keynote to show each audience exactly why their world is changing

fast—and how they can get ahead of it. Zeihan illustrates how geography redefines global
power, how demographics doom the current trade order, and how America’s energy
revolution has fundamentally shifted global realities from Russia to Iran to China.

“

TESTIMONIALS

Peter’s brilliance is matched with his dynamic, high-energy style. He earned high reviews across
the board with our most exclusive signature events for top clients.
—JP MORGAN ASSET MANAGEMENT

Peter’s knowledge on geopolitics combined with his ease and entertaining delivery make his
presentations exceptional. He consistently gets the top-rated score amongst our speakers, bring
great food for thought. He is worth every penny.
—CoBANK

MEDIA
New York Times, Washington Post, Forbes,
Bloomberg News, CNN, CNBC, Fox News, Bill
O’Reilly, NPR, MarketWatch and more

The top-rated presenter. We have added Peter to the faculty of our executive development
program.
—ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION EXECUTIVES

Anyone looking to better understand global geopolitics and its effect on capital markets should
have regular de-briefings with Peter.
—RIMROCK CAPITAL

ENGAGEMENTS
Zeihan’s audiences are a diverse group
spanning
international
manufacturing
conglomerates, agricultural associations, Wall
Street financial powerhouses, utility concerns
and chambers of commerce. Previous clients
include Blackstone, KPMG, Bank of Montreal,
AICPA, IBM, FedEx, Southern Company,
Northrup Grumman, Farm Credit Services,
Halliburton, Cisco, Coca Cola Enterprises,
Bucher Industries and the Chief Executive
Network.

NEW KEYNOTES
THE END OF THE WORLD… AND OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

Conflicts Russian, Middle Eastern and Asian are about to trigger the greatest energy crisis in
history. Dozens of countries are slipping into inflationary spirals from which there is little hope
of escape.
The world as we know it is in its final days. Find out how and why it all came to be, how and
why it is all falling apart. But most of all find out how the world’s end heralds the greatest
expansion in American power and security in the history of the Republic.
AFTER THE PEAK: FINANCE IN AN AGE OF LESS
MANUFACTURING (IN) A NEW WORLD
AMBER WAVES OF (AMERICAN) GRAIN: THE FUTURE OF GLOBAL AGRICULTURE

ASK ABOUT COPIES OF

The Accidental Superpower
The Absent Superpower
Disunited Nations
The End of the World is Just the Beginning

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT SUSAN COPELAND AT SUSAN@ZEIHAN.COM

